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Hoop malfunction during First Night scrimmage
by Colin Piteo

CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
colin.piteo@uconn.edu

UConn senior R.J. Cole looks down at his mic after it stops functioning
for the second time during First Night in Gampel Pavilion, Oct. 15. Many
students left after difficulties setting up a basket after player introductions. PHOTO BY KEVIN LINDSTROM, PHOTO EDITOR/THE DAILY CAMPUS

Last Friday, the University of
Connecticut Athletics Department held First Night at Gampel Pavilion, an annual event for
UConn students to introduce the
UConn men’s and women’s basketball teams.
The event had nearly 6,000 students in attendance and included
a block party, team introductions
and a planned scrimmage game,
according to UConn Athletics.
The scheduled scrimmage did
not occur as planned as staff were
unable to install the hoop on the
opposite side of the court. The
hoop had been moved to make
space for the stage used for team
introductions. Last year, First
Night was canceled due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. Patrick
McKenna, senior associate director of Athletics/Strategic Communications and Creative Content,
spoke about the hoop malfunction
over email.
“In advance of the event, the
reinstallation of the stanchion
was rehearsed multiple times and
completed successfully in about
five minutes. We regret what happened during the event and hope

the students in attendance still
had a good time,” McKenna said.
After the hoop could not be installed, the event organizers put
on an impromptu men’s dunk contest as well as other improvised
activities. Many students left the
event early, with a majority of students in attendance leaving about
an hour and a half after the start
of the event.
Sarah Imran is a third-semester
molecular and cell biology student who attended the event. She
described the event as fostering
community despite issues with
the hoop.
“It was really fun to see everyone together again, everyone getting hyped up; I really felt a sense
of community,” Imran said. “It
was exhilarating. It was fun at the
beginning, but then it died down
at the end because they couldn’t
get the hoop up.”
McKenna concurred with the
sentiment saying the turnout and
energy was electric.
“We were thrilled with the student turnout and grateful for the
energy they brought to the block
party and into Gampel on Friday
night,” McKenna said. “Nearly
6,000 students attended the event
and we hope to see them again
during the basketball seasons.”

“It was
exhilarating. It
was fun at the
beginning, but then
it died down at the
end because they
couldn’t get the
hoop up.”
SARAH IMRAN

“We were thrilled
with the student
turnout and
grateful for the
energy they
brought to the
block party and
into Gampel on
Friday night.”
PAT MCKENNA

Biden focuses on
Brazil senators readying call
for Bolsonaro criminal charges climate, families in
BRASILIA, Brazil (AP) — Brazilian senators met into Tuesday
night discussing a report that will
recommend President Jair Bolsonaro be indicted on criminal
charges for allegedly bungling the
response to the COVID-19 pandemic, and pushing the country’s
death toll to second-highest in the
world.
The latest draft of the report
arising from a Senate committee’s
investigation, a copy of which was
reviewed by The Associated Press,
recommends the president be indicted on 11 charges, from charlatanism and inciting crime all the
way up to homicide and genocide.
In the committee’s so-called
“G7” group of senators who aren’t from Bolsonaro’s base, three

opposed inclusion of homicide
and genocide charges, said five
committee members who agreed
to discuss details of the sensitive
talks only if not quoted by name.
The three were trying to persuade
their four peers to join in opposing
the two charges, but time was running out and at least the recommendation for a homicide charge
appeared increasingly likely to
stay in the text, the senators said.
Whether they remain or not,
analysts said it was unclear such
recommendations would lead to
charges against the president.
Bolsonaro has denied any
wrongdoing, and repeatedly accused the investigation of being a
political instrument aimed at sabotaging him.

Critics have denounced Bolsonaro for insistently downplaying the
coronavirus’ severity, ignoring international health guidelines on masks
and restrictions on activity designed
to prevent the virus’ spread, touting
unproven treatments and delaying
acquisition of vaccines.
Anger over the president’s stance
prompted creation of the Senate
committee in April, which has investigated allegations that Bolsonaro’s management of the pandemic
caused many of Brazil’s more than
600,000 deaths from COVID-19.
The draft report of nearly 1,200
pages was written by Sen. Renan
Calheiros, who was scheduled to
present his much-anticipated final
version Wednesday to the 11-person
committee.

Navy probe finds major failures
in fire that destroyed ship
WASHINGTON (AP) — A Navy
report has concluded there were
sweeping failures by commanders,
crew members and others that fueled the July 2020 arson fire that
destroyed the USS Bonhomme
Richard, calling the massive fiveday blaze in San Diego preventable
and unacceptable.
While one sailor has been
charged with setting the fire, the
more than 400-page report, obtained by The Associated Press,
lists three dozen officers and sailors whose failings either directly
led to the ship’s loss or contributed to it. The findings detailed
widespread lapses in training, coordination, communication, fire
preparedness, equipment mainte-

For more...

nance and overall command and
control.
“Although the fire was started by
an act of arson, the ship was lost
due to an inability to extinguish the
fire,” the report said, concluding
that “repeated failures” by an “inadequately prepared crew” delivered “an ineffective fire response.”
It slammed commanders of the
amphibious assault ship for poor
oversight, and said the main firefighting foam system wasn’t used
because it hadn’t been maintained
properly and the crew didn’t know
how to use it. The report is expected to be released Wednesday.
U.S. Navy officials on Tuesday
said that while crews at sea consistently meet high firefighting stan-
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dards, those skills drop off when
ships move into maintenance periods. The Bonhomme Richard was
undergoing maintenance at the
time of the fire.
During maintenence there are
more people and organizations
involved with the ship, including
contractors. And the repairs often
involve equipment and chemicals
that present different hazards and
challenges.
The report describes a ship in
disarray, with combustible materials scattered and stored improperly. It said maintenance reports
were falsified, and that 87% of the
fire stations on board had equipment problems or had not been
inspected.
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trimmed $2T plan

Rep. Pramila Jayapal, D-Wash., the chair of the Congressional Progressive Caucus, center, along with other lawmakers, talks with
reporters outside the West Wing of the White House, Tuesday, Oct. 19,
2021, following their meeting with President Joe Biden. PHOTO VB SUSAN
WALSH/AP PHOTO

WASHINGTON (AP) — Scaling
down his “build back better” plans,
President Joe Biden described a
more-limited vision to Democratic
lawmakers Tuesday of a $2 trillion
government-overhaul package with
at least $500 billion to tackle climate
change and money for middle-class
priorities — child tax credits, paid
family leave, health care and free
pre-kindergarten.
And he expects negotiations to
wrap up as soon as this week.
The president met privately into
the evening with nearly 20 centrist
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and progressive lawmakers in separate groups as Democrats appeared
ready to abandon what had been
a loftier $3.5 trillion package for a
smaller, more workable proposal
that can unite the party and win passage in the closely divided Congress.
Likely to be eliminated or seriously shaved back: plans for tuition-free
community colleges, a path to legal
status for immigrants who are in the
U.S. without documentation, and a
specific clean energy plan that was
the centerpiece of Biden’s strategy
for fighting climate change.

Tweet of the Day
Alley Al
@_TheRealAlvin_

I am definitely throwing another UConn
cookout next Summer so get ready. I’m
letting y’all know now! Currently looking
for the place.
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Thousands of online sports Man charged in hitand-run that killed
bets placed on first day
14-year-old girl
MIDDLETOWN, Conn. (AP) —
A Connecticut man has been ordered detained on $100,000 bail in
connection with a hit-and-run accident that killed a 14-year-old girl in
Haddam in July.
Thomas Cretella, 27, was arraigned Monday in Middletown
Superior Court on charges including negligent homicide with a motor vehicle, after having turned
himself in to police earlier in the
day. A judge reduced his bail from
$250,000 to $100,000.
State police said Cretella was
driving an SUV that struck and
killed the girl, identified by her fam-

ily and friends as Gianna Vincelett.
She and a friend were riding bicycles on Route 81 at about 10:30 p.m.
on July 29 when the SUV hit her.
Both Cretella and Vincelett lived in
the Higganum section of Haddam.
According to an arrest warrant,
Cretella told police he consumed
alcohol and heroin that night and
did not remember driving home
or getting into an accident. Cretella
overdosed on heroin early the next
morning and was treated at a hospital, authorities said.
Cretella’s lawyer, J. Christopher
Llinas, declined to comment Tuesday.

Jan. 6 panel votes to
hold Steve Bannon
in contempt
Zach Young, of New Haven, Conn., places a bet at one of the new sports wagering kiosks at Foxwoods Resort Casino in Mashantucket, Conn. Thousands of virtual bets started being placed early Tuesday, Oct. 19,
2021, the first day that online sports wagering and casino games were made available to all eligible adults
within Connecticut. PHOTO BY SUSAN HAIGH/AP PHOTO

(AP) — Thousands of virtual bets
started being placed early Tuesday,
the first day that online sports wagering and casino games were made
available to all eligible adults within
Connecticut.
Rodney Butler, chairman of the
Mashantucket Pequot Tribal Nation,
owners of Foxwoods Resort Casino,
called it “nothing short of historic”
for the state and the tribe, which
received its federal recognition 30
years ago this week and has been
seeking to expand into online gambling for almost a decade as competition for casino patrons has ramped

up throughout the Northeast.
“It really expands the ecosystem
of gaming and the combination of
in-person and online just extends
that experience,” he told reporters
during a virtual news conference.
He said the first wager was placed
on the Los Angeles Dodgers defeating the Atlanta Braves, followed by
thousands of other fans who placed
bets on a variety of games.
Besides Foxwoods, which has
partnered with operator DraftKings, online sports betting was
fully launched by the Mohegan
Tribe, owners of Mohegan Sun Ca-

sino, and its partner FanDuel, and
the Connecticut Lottery Corp. and
its partner Rush Street Interactive.
Only the two tribes are allowed to
offer online casino games.
With Tuesday’s full rollout of
online gambling, following a seven-day, limited “soft launch,” Connecticut becomes the seventh state
to offer online betting on casino
games, ranging from various forms
of blackjack to video poker and roulette. More than two dozen states
have legalized sports betting, although many only allow in-person
bets.

WASHINGTON (AP) — A House
committee investigating the Jan. 6
Capitol insurrection voted unanimously Tuesday to hold former
White House aide Steve Bannon in
contempt of Congress after the longtime ally of former President Donald
Trump defied a subpoena for documents and testimony.
Still defending his supporters
who broke into the Capitol that day,
Trump has aggressively tried to
block the committee’s work by directing Bannon and others not to answer
questions in the probe. Trump has
also filed a lawsuit to try to prevent
Congress from obtaining former
White House documents.
But lawmakers have made clear
they will not back down as they

gather facts and testimony about the
attack involving Trump’s supporters that left dozens of police officers
injured, sent lawmakers running for
their lives and interrupted the certification of President Joe Biden’s victory.
The committee’s chairman, Rep.
Bennie Thompson, D-Miss., said
Tuesday that Bannon “stands alone
in his complete defiance of our subpoena” and the panel will not take no
for an answer.
He said that while Bannon may
be “willing to be a martyr to the
disgraceful cause of whitewashing
what happened on January 6th — of
demonstrating his complete loyalty to
the former President,” the contempt
vote is a warning to other witnesses.

8 potential jurors advance in Indictment accuses
Ahmaud Arbery slaying trial Nebraska congressman
BRUNSWICK, Ga. (AP) — A
judge found eight potential jurors
qualified to advance Tuesday following intense questioning aimed
at finding an impartial jury for the
trial of three white men charged with
chasing and killing Ahmaud Arbery,
whose slaying last year sparked a national outcry.
Father and son Greg and Travis
McMichael and a neighbor, William
“Roddie” Bryan, are charged with
murder and other crimes in the
25-year-old Black man’s death after a cellphone video of the Feb. 23,
2020, killing was leaked online two
months later.
“We can’t do this without you,”
Superior Court Judge Timothy
Walmsley told the eight pool members, the first to advance after being
questioned individually by attorneys

on what they know about Arbery’s
death, how many times they watched
the video and whether they think the
shooting was motivated by racism.
Dozens more in the jury pool will
need to be cleared before a final panel of 12 jurors and four alternates
can be seated. Tuesday marked the
second day of jury selection, which
court officials say could take more
than two weeks before the actual trial can begin.
Jury duty notices were mailed to
1,000 people in coastal Glynn County, with 600 ordered to report Monday and the remainder on deck for
next week if needed.
The huge jury pool underscores
how Arbery’s slaying has dominated the news, social media feeds and
workplace chatter in the coastal
community of roughly 85,000 resi-
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dents.
The eight people deemed qualified
to serve won’t necessarily be seated
on the final jury. They just weren’t
among those found to have hardened opinions on the case, or with
hardships that made jury service an
unfair burden. Prosecutors and the
defense will take turns striking qualified pool members in order to arrive
at the final jury.
Two of those qualified Tuesday
said they know some of the defendants. One said his father is a longtime prosecutor who worked with
Greg McMichael before the defendant retired as an investigator for the
local district attorney shortly before
Arbery was killed.
“He’s a friend of my father’s and
he’s been over to our house multiple
times,” the man said.

of lying to FBI
OMAHA, Neb. (AP) — A federal grand jury on Tuesday indicted U.S. Rep. Jeff Fortenberry of
Nebraska, accusing him of lying
to the FBI and concealing information from federal agents who
were investigating campaign contributions funneled to him from a
Nigerian billionaire.
The U.S. attorney’s office announced that the grand jury in
Los Angeles had indicted the
nine-term Republican on one
charge of scheming to falsify and
conceal material facts and two
counts of making false statements
to federal investigators. Fortenberry is expected to appear for an
arraignment Wednesday afternoon in federal court in Los An-
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geles.
The indictment stems from an
FBI investigation into $180,000
in illegal campaign contributions
from Gilbert Chagoury, a Nigerian billionaire of Lebanese descent.
The contributions were funneled through a group of Californians from 2012 through 2016
and went to four U.S. politicians,
including $30,200 to Fortenberry
in 2016. Using an analysis of federal election records, Politico has
identified the other three Republican recipients as former U.S. Rep.
Lee Terry, of Nebraska, in 2014;
Rep. Darrell Issa, of California, in
2014; and Mitt Romney during his
2012 presidential campaign.
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Celebrations in Jerusalem for the
Muslim prophet Muhammad’s birthday

Palestinian scouts play music during celebrations marking the birthday of the Muslim prophet Muhammad, at the Dome of the Rock Mosque in the Al Aqsa Mosque compound in the
Old City of Jerusalem, Tuesday, Oct. 19, 2021 PHOTO BY MAHMOUD ILLEAN/AP PHOT

Businesses nervously Anatomy of a kidnapping: Haitian
woman recounts abduction
await fine print of
vax-or-test rule
WASHINGTON (AP) — More
than six weeks after promising a
new vaccination-or-testing rule
covering the millions of Americans
at companies with 100 or more
workers, President Joe Biden’s
most aggressive move yet to combat
the COVID-19 pandemic is almost
ready to see the light of day.
An obscure White House office is
expected to give the green light any
day to the rule’s fine print detailing
how and when companies will have
to require their employees to be vaccinated or undergo weekly testing.
The full enforcement deadline,
which could carry penalties of
about $14,000 per violation, may not
take effect until after the new year.
That’s why Biden and his aides have
for weeks encouraged businesses to
act as though the rule was already
in effect and start imposing vaccination requirements.
The regulation, to be published in
the Federal Register, was drafted by
the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration under emergency
authorities to protect worker safety
and will cover an estimated 80 million U.S. workers. The White House
sees it as a potent tool to winnow
down the ranks of roughly 65 million Americans who have thus far
refused to get a shot.
Unlike healthcare providers or
federal employees, who may not
have a testing alternative to vaccination, private sector workers won’t
necessarily face termination if they
don’t get vaccinated. But some businesses may choose to impose their
own more stringent vaccination

mandate, and it’s possible that businesses may be allowed to pass on
the cost of weekly COVID-19 testing
to their unvaccinated employees.
White House officials declined to
discuss when the rule will be published or go into details on when
businesses will have to comply.
For the last week, federal officials
have hosted more than two dozen
listening sessions with industry
groups, businesses and advocacy organizations. Some have been
supportive of the rule, others vehemently opposed, but all are eager to
learn more about the fine print of
the regulation.
The U.S. Chamber of Commerce
and other groups that represent
large employers are worried that
the proposal’s threshold -– applying to companies with 100 or more
employees – could cause workers to
migrate to jobs at smaller employers
where they won’t need to be vaccinated.
“We really stressed the concern
about employers losing employees,
and what that would mean in the
context of current supply-chain
challenges and the upcoming holiday season,” said Marc Freedman,
vice president for employment policy at the Chamber of Commerce.
“You could start to see some very
serious disruptions.”
Freedman, who took part in the
chamber’s call with administration officials, said the 100-worker
threshold would also hurt job creation by giving employers who have
90 or 95 employees a reason not to
expand.
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SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico (AP) —
When Doris Michel steps outside
her home in Haiti, she packs her
bulletproof vest and tries to use a
bulletproof car.
Ever since her father was kidnapped last month in the capital
of Port-au-Prince, the 34-year-old
Haitian-American woman won’t
take any chances. She already travels with one bodyguard, and when
she feels extra unsafe, she takes
two.
“The insecurity in Haiti has been
something that has been going on
for years, but now it’s taken a turn
that’s just unbearable,” she said.
Her 85-year-old father, a Vietnam veteran, was abducted in late
September, along with his driver and a friend who is the mother of a Haitian singer. They were
traveling through Martissant,
a gang-controlled territory that

many try to avoid, but it was the
only route that would take her father where he needed to go.
The same kind of gang activity is
being blamed for the kidnapping
Saturday of 16 Americans and
one Canadian — missionaries for
a U.S. religious organization and
their relatives. Their disappearance highlighted the worsening
problem and prompted the U.S.
government to mobilize to solve
one of the biggest abductions in recent years.
By contrast, many other kidnappings go unnoticed — something
that bothers people like Michel,
who said the FBI provided her
family with scant assistance.
Her father and the two other
people were abducted by a gang
run by Ti Lipli, a member of G9
Family and Allies — a federation considered one of the largest

and most powerful in Haiti. They
asked for a ransom of $6 million.
Michel and her mother said they
didn’t have that kind of money.
Two days later, the ransom increased to $10 million.
“We kept saying, ‘We don’t have
that kind of money,’” Michel recalled. “Then it switched to, ‘What
kind of money do you have?’”
As the negotiations dragged on,
her father’s health began declining. He didn’t have his blood pressure medications, nor the pills for
his prostate or the blood thinners
he’d been taking ever since undergoing brain surgery in January.
But the gang didn’t relent.
“When they called, they would
say very harsh, cruel (things): ‘You
don’t want your husband anymore? We don’t mind, we can kill
him and you can pick him up from
a pile of trash,’” Michel recalled.

As Bitcoin goes mainstream,
Wall Street looks to cash in
NEW YORK (AP) — Love cryptocurrencies or hate the very idea
of them, they’re becoming more
mainstream by the day.
Cryptocurrencies have surged
so much that their total value has
reached nearly $2.5 trillion, rivaling the world’s most valuable company, Apple, and have amassed
more than 200 million users. At
that size, it’s simply too big for the
financial establishment to ignore.
Firms that cater to the world’s
wealthiest families are increasingly putting some of their fortunes
into crypto. Hedge funds are trading Bitcoin, which has big-name
banks starting to offer them services around it. PayPal lets users
buy crypto on its app, while Twitter helps people show appreciation
for tweets by tipping their creators
with Bitcoin.
And in the latest milestone for

the industry, an easy-to-trade fund
tied to Bitcoin began trading on
Tuesday. Investors can buy the
exchange-traded fund from ProShares through an old-school brokerage account, without having to
learn what a hot or cold wallet is.
It’s all part of a movement across
big businesses that see a chance
to profit on the fervor around the
world of crypto, as a new ecosystem further builds up around it,
whether they believe in it or not.
“The one thing you can say for
certain is that the advent of the era
of the Bitcoin ETF opens up the opportunity for Wall Street to make
money on Bitcoin in a way that it
hadn’t been able to previously,”
said Ben Johnson, director of global ETF research at Morningstar.
“The winners in all of this are the
exchanges and the asset managers and the custodians. Whether

investors win or not is a big, bold
question mark.”
Bitcoin has come a long way since
someone or a group of someones
under the name Satoshi Nakamoto
wrote a paper in 2008 about how to
harness computing power around
the world to create a digital currency that can’t be double-spent. The
price has more than doubled this
year alone to roughly $62,000. It
was at only $635 five years ago.
Supporters of cryptocurrencies
say they offer an ultra-important
benefit for any investor: something
whose price moves independently
of the economy, rather than tracking it like so many other investments do. More high-minded fans
say digital assets are simply the
future of finance, allowing transactions to sidestep middlemen and
fees with a currency that’s not beholden to any government.
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Editorial

Don’ t miss
your shot
Why you should get your flu shot

D

uring the fall semester, with the University of Connecticut campuses operating at full capacity and changing
weather, one thing that most students
are all too familiar with is that it’s rather easy to fall sick during this time.
Especially since it is now flu season, it is immensely
important to take preventative measures and get the
flu vaccine.
The flu vaccine is one of the easiest and best ways at
preventing the flu. It is also much better than taking a
risk and possibly contracting the flu, as symptoms of
the flu include fever, chills, cough, sore throat, runny
nose, headaches, muscle and body aches as well as fatigue, none of which sound the least bit pleasant. Most
of these symptoms, if not all, are also consistent with
symptoms of COVID-19; therefore, if one is not vaccinated for either, it may make it impossible to tell if one
has COVID-19 or the flu.
Other symptoms of the flu can be life threatening;
in rare, extreme cases, people may be hospitalized for
the flu, as it may trigger pneumonia, myocarditis (inflammation of the heart), encephalitis (inflammation
of the brain) or sepsis, which is the body’s extreme,
life-threatening response to an infection often leading
to multi-organ failure.
Although these cases are very rare and usually occur
in those already at a higher risk for the flu, it is still
imperative to get vaccinated if possible. Even though
the flu vaccine is never 100% effective, it still provides
a significant degree of immunity, and studies show that
flu vaccines decrease the severity of infections.
In addition, with COVID-19 still spreading around the
world, getting vaccinated for the flu is even more important. Many health officials have predicted this year’s flu
outbreak will be worse than usual since there were fewer
infections last year, and therefore less immunity built
up across the total population. Due to protective measures against COVID-19 last year, such as quarantine,
social distancing, masks and other personal protective
equipment, many people were not affected by the flu
as compared to previous years, hence the lower degree
of herd immunity. This year, with restrictions being
lifted combined with this lower degree of immunity,
the flu outbreak can very realistically be worse than
in previous years.
If that is the case, hospitals can easily become overwhelmed, which, as we have seen throughout the pandemic, is detrimental in so many ways. From people
not receiving necessary oxygen to people having to
travel extremely long distances for treatment, this is a
scenario that the nation, and the world, for that matter,
cannot afford. And, given the fact that COVID-19 is still
spreading and mutating, it would be very beneficial to
be vaccinated for both, especially because there have
been cases where people have contracted both the flu
and COVID-19 at the same time.
The best way to prevent all of this from happening is
to get vaccinated. In a recent survey, it was found that
44% of U.S. adults are either unsure or not planning on
receiving the flu vaccine, and one in four adults who are
at a higher risk for flu-related complications do not plan
on getting vaccinated. These statistics are extremely
concerning; more people should choose to get vaccinated
in order to protect themselves and others around them.
There are many places offering vaccines. At UConn,
until Nov. 18, Student Health and Wellness (SHaW) is
offering free vaccines to UConn Storrs students every
Thursday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Shippee Pequot
room. To receive the vaccine, students only need a
UConn ID. More information is available on SHaW’s
website. Regional campus students, as well as others in
general, can use the Vaccine Finder website in order to
find a facility nearby that offers the flu vaccine.
Flu vaccines are incredibly important to staying safe
and healthy on campus and in general. Getting vaccinated for the flu truly is the best preventative measure
one can take.

It’s Time to Take Action Against
Institutional Child Abuse
by Ashten Vassar
CONTRIBUTOR
ashten.vassar@uconn.edu

The following story contains mentions of child
abuse, cult ideology, suicidial ideation and self-harm.
October 17 to 23 is Institutional Abuse Awareness week.
Survivors of institutional abuse are rallying to have their
voices heard and hopefully put an end to the despicable
network of programs that exploits and abuses vulnerable
youth.
American children continue to be victimized for profit
within what is known as the Troubled Teen Industry. The
Troubled Teen Industry is comprised of a wide range of
long-term facilities including residential treatment centers,
wilderness programs, juvenile criminal facilities, rehabilitation programs, behavior modification centers, conversion
therapy centers, religious therapies, boot camps, therapeutic boarding schools and other congregate care settings. It
can be frightening to watch your child struggle with mental
health or behavioral issues. What may be more frightening,
however, is the abuse they suffer while seeking treatment.
The Troubled Teen Industry has a long and violent history
of victimizing already vulnerable youth populations. With
the countless treatment programs available to desperate
families to “fix” their struggling child, it can be easy for these
families to be preyed upon by an industry fueled by greed.
The Troubled Teen Industry has recently come into the
spotlight with Paris Hilton and Britney Spears coming forward about their experiences with institutional abuse. However, this type of torture is far more common than one may
realize. The American Bar Association estimates that over
120,000 young people are living in congregate care every
year, including juvenile criminal systems, psychiatric facilities and foster care. Many of the methods employed in these
settings can be traced back to an alarming origin: the infamous cult known as Synanon, and “the game” that would
inspire new “programs” continuing its legacy of child abuse
and attack therapy. Synanon was originally started as a
“self-help” drug rehabilitation program in 1958, and it quickly attracted a devoted following and evolved into a violent
and fraudulent commune, religion and cult. After Syanon’s
founder Charles Dederich pleaded no contest to conspiracy
to commit murder, the organization was declared to have a
“policy of terror and violence,” and went bankrupt soonafter.
The ideology that began with Synanon unfortunately
continues to live on in modern day congregate care settings.
Members of the cult have gone on to form their own therapeutic models and open additional programs such as CEDU,
WWASP, Enthusiastic Sobriety and Straight INC. These
programs in turn continue to have immense influence over
the structure of long-term youth treatment facilities that
continue today, and are often not appropriately monitored.
This sadly leaves many youth open to the same abusive tactics that have claimed the lives and health of countless vulnerable young people and financially exploited their families.
Parents are often required to sign over their parental
rights to these facilities or use “transport services” to have
their children legally kidnapped and taken to programs,
many of which do not employ empirically based methods.
Instead, they tend to favor more radical and extreme meth-

ods of therapeutic intervention and behavior modification.
Thanks to organizations such as Breaking Code Silence
(501c3), there have been an increasing number of accounts
surfacing of youth who have been subjected to abuses within
these programs.
The American Bar Association has listed the following issues within these abusive congregate care programs:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Basic human rights violations
Inhumane, degrading discipline
Inappropriate use of seclusion and restraints (physical,
mechanical, and chemical)
Medical and nutritional neglect
Forcing sedatives or psychiatric medication without
psychiatric evaluation
Severe restrictions of communication with parents,
lawyers and advocates
Substandard psychotherapeutic interventions by unqualified staff
Conversion and aversion therapy
No access to report abuse/No access to authorities, advocates, or legal representation
Restricted communication
Sexual assault, harassment, grooming and staff/student
sexual relationships
Financial opportunism and deceptive marketing

More prominent cases of institutional abuse have made
recent headlines, such as facilities like the Judge Rotenberg
Educational Center torturing people with intellectual disabilities with electric shocks. Practices like these kill children like Corneilius Fredricks, who tragically passed away
after being held in a fatal restraint last May.
After leaving a youth facility, many are extremely scared
of being sent back into these abusive settings. Survivors
of institutional abuse often face mental health conditions
and trauma disorders frequently experienced by prisoners
of war or survivors of human trafficking, such as CPTSD,
OSDD, panic disorders and substance use disorders. After
leaving the TTI, many have reported facing homelessness,
abusive relationships, estranged family relations, self-harm
and suicidality. It can be extremely difficult to reintegrate
into “normalcy” when experiencing such atrocities in formative years. Sadly, many survivors are not believed, and face
barriers to seeking justice because of the power their abusers hold over them and their family. The Breaking Code Silence Movement aims to amplify the voices of TTI survivors,
restore their agency and enact positive change.
All former attempts at regulating the TTI have not been
extremely successful due to the nature of the facilities and
their elusive rebranding. According to the National Youth
Rights Association, the Troubled Teen Industry rakes in
about $1.2 billion per year; it is no wonder why these facilities continue to operate in the United States. Many families
place their trust and finances in these programs, essentially
outsourcing the abuse of their children. With the startling
figure of 120,000+ youth being held each year, it is likely we
all know someone who has been placed in congregate care.
Survivors of institutional abuse are speaking up and sharing
their stories and advocating for legislative change, including
the Accountability in Congregate Care Act, this week as part
of Institutional Abuse Awareness Week, hoping to create
conversation around the all-too-common phenomenon of
institutional abuse in America.
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Get to know the Rainbow Center for

LGBTQ+ Center Awareness Day

by Meghan Shaw

CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
meghan.n.shaw@uconn.edu

The University of Connecticut
Rainbow Center encourages students to show their pride or support of the queer community this
LGBTQ+ History Month by supporting the actual student center, located on the fourth floor of the Student Union. To celebrate National
LGBTQ+ Center Awareness Day on
Oct. 19, the Rainbow Center tabled
at the Student Union yesterday.
Students wishing to learn more
about UConn’s LGBTQ+ center, the
Rainbow Center, could stop by the
table on Oct. 19. The table featured
helpful handouts on pronouns and
services offered on campus. Ally
and Queer Pride pins and wristbands were available at the table for
students to take at no cost. Anyone
who stopped by was welcomed by
Rainbow Center employees to participate in an interactive feedback
activity and get some candy in return. These features of the table
contribute to the positive and open
atmosphere the Rainbow Center
hopes to create.
The student organizers of the table, Cal Benitex and Felipe Sanches, discussed the importance of
the Rainbow Center to the queer
community at UConn, describing
the impact that having the space
has for students. They mentioned
how LGBTQ+ Center Awareness
Day serves as an opportunity to extend the reach of the Rainbow Center and to let more students know
about how to get involved with the
LGBTQIA+ community on campus.
“[National
LGBTQ+Center
Awareness Day] showcases centers
around the country,” said Benitex,
a fifth-semester psychology and human development and family studies double major. “It shows how we
serve the community on campus.”
In particular, Benitex emphasized the importance of reaching
LGBTQIA+ POC.
“There is a misconception that
[the Rainbow Center] is historically
White,” said Benitex. He described
the enormous role that transgender
women of color play in LGBTQIA+
history, showing that LGBTQ+ centers should extend their reach to
POC to make a more diverse and inclusive space.
Aside from bringing awareness
to the Rainbow Center itself, Benitex and Sanches also named several
resources and services available to

students on campus that are offered through the center.
“We have a gender inclusive
bathroom map… free HIV and
HPV testing… and a mentoring
program,” said Sanches, a seventh-semester political science
and Latino studies double major.
He also described various social
events that foster a sense of community on campus.
Students can attend game nights
throughout the semester or join
the Familee mentoring program to
get involved with others through
the Rainbow Center.
In addition to more casual
events, the Rainbow Center also
hosts several larger events each
year. Today, Oct. 20, students
can support their peers’ creativity through the Rainbow Center
Annual Art Gala. “Legally and
Medically Trans,” another annual
event, supports transgender students who are in the process of
transitioning, with specific information about how to navigate the
process on campus. The Rainbow
Center Symposium also showcases the events and resources available throughout the year.
Students can visit the Rainbow Center in the Student
Union for more information,
helpful resources and to be a
part of a welcoming and inclusive community on campus.
Ally and queer pride pins were given out at the Student
Union. Students looking for more information or resources regarding LGBTQ+ history month can visit the Rainbow
Center.
PHOTO BY CAMPBELL KARANIAN / GRAB PHOTOGRAPHER

The Rainbow Center hosts a table for LGBTQ+ Center Awareness Day on Tuesday, Oct. 19,
2021 in the Student Union Mall. LGBTQ+ Center Awareness day is celebrated every year
to bring attention to the work of LGBTQ+ Centers nationwide.
PHOTO BY CAMPBELL KARANIAN/ GRAB PHOTOGRAPHER
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The top drama series,“Succession,” returns to HBO with its third season. The series won numerous awards due to its suspenseful and intriguing storyline.
PHOTO COURTESY OF IMDB.COM

by Naiiya Patel

CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
naiiya.patel@uconn.edu

On Sunday, Oct. 17, HBO aired
the first episode of season three of
the critically-acclaimed drama series, “Succession.” Despite delays
in production due to the ongoing
COVID-19 pandemic, the series is
finally back on the air. Season three
is full of the same witty and sarcastic humor that all “Succession” fans
know and love. Because we will be
talking about the series’ third season, a spoiler alert is in effect for
those who have not watched seasons one and two.
“Succession” follows the Roy
family and their family entertainment and media conglomerate,

Waystar Royco. The family’s dysfunctional and eccentric behaviors
create the show's distinct and classic humor. Logan Roy (Brian Cox)
employs his four children: Connor (Alan Ruck), Kendall (Jeremy
Strong), Roman (Kieran Culkin)
and Siobhan a.k.a. Shiv (Sarah
Snook). Kendall, Roman and Shiv
all compete throughout the series to
replace Logan as the head of Waystar Royco. Their massive influence
in politics and media derives their
wrongful misdoings as a company
and as individuals. Throughout the
series, the family works to cover up
their crimes at the expense of others.
Season two ends with one of the
most shocking scenes of the entire
series. Kendall has already failed at

an attempt of a takeover against his
father in the first season. In season
two, Kendall becomes indebted to
his father and helps him deal with
a second takeover while trying to
cover up company misdoings from
the past. The season ends as Logan
wishes to use Kendall as a sacrificial scapegoat to the Board of Investors. At a press conference, rather
than give himself up, Kendall calls
out his father for knowing about
every illegal coverup the company
ever perpetrated. He provides documents of his father’s knowledge
on payments and sets up for one of
the biggest fights against his father.
Season three, episode one picks
up minutes after the press conference, showing how both sides deal
with the fallout. Kendall realizes

the full extent of his actions, then
launches into work mode to start
this massive endeavor against his
father. Logan is quiet until he calls
Kendall offering him a deal to retract his statements. When Kendall
denies it, Logan decides it is time
to go to war against his son. Logan’s power reaches so far he calls
the President of the United States
(referred to as the “raisin” in the
series). The episode is filled with
panic and excitement from both
sides. Despite the intense moments
of the episode, the witty humor the
show is known for is still evident
throughout the episode. Cousin Greg (Nicholas Braun) is seen
shouting at reporters “no comment”
as he is shoved into a car. Kendall’s
new role as his father’s nemesis has

“I Know
What
You
Did
Last
Summer”

puts
a
modern
twist
on
a
cult
classic

by Joanne Biju

CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
joanne.biju@uconn.edu

Amazon Prime Video follows in
the footsteps of Freeform and The
CW with its latest teen drama, “I
Know What You Did Last Summer.”
Four episodes were released to kick
off the series last Friday, with single
episodes to be released weekly.
The series is inspired by the 1997
cult classic of the same name, which
was already an adaptation of Louis
Duncan’s 1973 novel. The original
film focuses on a set of friends who,
after running over a fisherman with
a car, are terrorized by a slasher
who saw the crime unfold.
The updated series version follows a relatively similar storyline
but adds a set of twins to the mix.
Rather than casting actual twins,
the showrunners chose to go the
“Liv and Maddie” route. Madison Iseman, known for her role on
“Jumanji: Welcome to the Jungle,”
transforms into Allison and Lennon, a pair of identical twins. Further complicating the premise is the
modern-day setting, which entails
social media and allows already
ominous stalking to be taken to a
whole new level.
Marketing itself as a mix of teen
drama and horror, “I Know What

been a long time coming in the series. This plotline has been highly
anticipated, leaving high hopes for
the rest of the season.
The previous seasons of “Succession” have been highly praised and
won numerous awards. Season one
in 2018 won “Top 10 TV Programs
of the Year” by the American Film
Institute. Season two in 2020 won
both a Golden Globe as “Best Television Series - Drama” and “Best
Actor - Television Series Drama”
for Brian Cox. It also won an Emmy
for “Outstanding Drama Series.”
This first episode set the stage for
season three to be filled with humor, drama and adventure. Tune in
Sundays at 9 p.m. on HBO for the
rest of the season.
Rating: 4/5

Amazon Prime Video released “I Know What you Did Last Summer” last Friday. The series is a mix of teen drama and horror. PHOTO COURTESY OF IMDB.COM

You Did Last Summer” is just that.
The amount of gore might not be
enough to satiate hardcore horror fans, but it definitely makes
an appearance every episode. Perhaps equally as gory is the show’s
fair share of raunchy scenes. Coupled with the drama taking place
in the seemingly serene Hawaiian
setting, the show is reminiscent of
many others targeted toward teenagers.
There’s a hunt for a murderer like in “Riverdale,” scandals
and drug abuse like in “Euphoria” and some seriously concerning stalking, channeling Netflix’s

“You.” “I Know What You Did
Last Summer” also relies on flashbacks to reveal crucial plot points
as the show progresses, similar to
how viewers see events unfold in
Freeform’s “Cruel Summer,” starring Olivia Holt.
The show’s most notable similarity is to “Pretty Little Liars.”
After a year of peace, Lennon and
her group of friends receive text
messages from her thought-tobe-dead sister Allison, exposing
things only she would know. In
“Pretty Little Liars,” the main
set of characters also receive
shocking text messages from a

girl that disappeared. Ironically
enough, the missing queen bee is
also named Alison. Whether this
is a homage or a blatant rip-off is
unknown.
Maybe these connections are
a sign of unoriginality, but they
could also be a testament to the
power of the genre. Time and time
again, concepts are reused, yet they
still manage to maintain an undeniable appeal.
While certainly entertaining,
there is an apparent lack of realism — perhaps an inherent component of the genre. For having just
graduated high school, the char-

acters have done things most real
people wouldn’t have. Plus, their
parental figures tend to condone,
rather than disapprove of, their
unhealthy habits. Thus far, there
have been multiple deaths and the
characters’ subsequent reactions
haven’t exactly been appropriate in
nature. Regardless, the characters
are somewhat likable and the show
undoubtedly leaves you wanting
more.
Though “I Know What You Did
Last Summer” draws inspiration
from the 1997 version, it has plenty of its own twists and turns. In
retrospect, the ultimate twist at
the end of the first episode should
have been beyond predictable, but
the strong acting leaves viewers
caught off guard. Four episodes in,
it is confirmed that the series will
not have the same ending as the
film, giving fans of the original an
opportunity to assess its merit.
Overall, Amazon Prime Video’s “I Know What You Did Last
Summer” seems to draw on more
works than just the 1997 film, but
still delivers entertainment-wise.
Acting as more of a revision than a
remake, the elements added to the
tale make for an interesting story,
regardless of whether you’ve seen
the original or not.
Rating: 4/5
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The
importance
of goal
setting
by Grace Seymour
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
grace.seymour@uconn.edu

When it comes to the concept of setting goals, our minds often look to setting long-term goals that we may wish to accomplish at some point in our lifetimes. Whether these
goals involve careers, traveling or academic success, it is the simplest option to set one overarching goal and expect to somehow achieve it one day. But what many of us do not
realize is that achieving one big goal for a successful future is unattainable without setting smaller goals for ourselves along the way. Here are some tips on goal setting and
how small victories each day can boost motivation and confidence for a successful future.

1) Start by investing in a to-do list or an agenda planner
that allows you to make a daily checklist for yourself.
Taking life day by day is key to a productive lifestyle, and constantly planning goals far in advance can
cause unnecessary stress. Handwriting your goals for the day, the week or the month is known to boost
motivation in completing them.
Keep your first few goals small. For example, if you have a huge essay and a project due, try not to write
in your to-do list, “Write and finish project and essay today.” Although it may seem more productive to
scramble all of your assignments into one homework session, you will soon find that this increases fatigue
and lowers confidence levels.
The same concept applies to goals that do not involve academics. If you want to run a 5K race but have
not gone for a run in over a year, you should not write in your agenda, “run 5K today.” It will be harmful
to your progress if you do not start with smaller goals, such as “run one mile today” in order to eventually
reach your original goal. Otherwise, you will find it easier to just give up when you cannot complete it on
the first try.

2) Envision what you want for yourself and how you
will realistically be able to get there.
For example, traveling is a huge interest for college students post-graduation or at some point in their
20s, but this dream requires setting goals so that traveling can be affordable and well-deserved. Where
do you want to travel? How long can you realistically be away for? Will you travel as a career or for fun?
Based on personal answers to these questions, you will be able to start setting goals early for yourself
to transform this dream into a reality.
And sometimes, setting goals and trying to complete them every single day can be difficult.

3) Motivating yourself to get out of bed and make breakfast
for yourself or go to class is a great achievement in itself for
college students in this stressful world we live in.
This productivity tip is all about personal growth and involves people starting at different stages of
life, so there’s no judgment on how big or small your primary goals are. As long as you are ambitious and
ready to work toward success, any goal you set will be attainable.
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Opinion StudyBreak
Photo of the Day | Walk a mile

Students gather and some switch their everyday shoes for heels for the Alpha Chi Omega “Walk a Mile” event on Fairfield Way, Tuesday at 5 p.m. Participants walked a mile in heels
to show solidarity for domestic violence victims in honor of Domestic Violence Awareness Month.
PHOTO BY IZZI BARTON, GRABS PHOTOGRAPHER/THE DAILY CAMPUS

Crossword
Release Date: Wednesday, October 20, 2021

Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Nichols Lewis

ACROSS
1 Triangular sails
5 Giant among
speakers
9 Belfry hangers
13 Online money
15 Scoville __: chili
pepper heat
measurement
16 Overly fussy, say
17 *Well-worn, as
carpets
19 Tiny
20 Bro or sis
21 Desert partly in
northern China
22 Put a thin cut in
23 Greek Mars
25 *Lawn mower’s
spot
29 Internet
connection
31 “Friendly Skies”
co.
32 URL ending of a
37-Across
33 Least distant
37 Campus VIP
38 *Give the
go-ahead from
the control tower
42 To the __:
maximally
43 Oven pan
44 Cooling rocks
45 Diddley and Peep
46 Core concepts
50 *“Dilbert,” e.g.
55 Metz milk
56 Russo of
“Tin Cup”
57 Loads from lodes
59 To and __
60 Marine steering
mechanisms
61 *Slapstick slipper?
64 Entr’__
65 Writer Harte
66 Swiss Miss
product
67 Common awards
word
68 Barrie’s
nonconformist
pirate
69 Remove, as
clothing ... and a
hint to the ends
of the answers to
starred clues
DOWN
1 Stuff thrown
overboard

2 10-time MLB
All-Star
3 Like fishhooks,
usually
4 Atlanta-to-Miami
dir.
5 Forrest’s shrimploving friend
6 Broadcasting
7 __ Elton John
8 Mont Blanc
summer
9 Uses a bucket in
a boat
10 Film noir
protagonist
11 Suggested,
flavorwise
12 Cunning
14 “Macbeth” role
18 Follow closely
22 Kenan
Thompson is its
longest-tenured
cast member,
briefly
24 Loi maker
26 Uses Pledge,
say
27 Patronize, as a
restaurant
28 Behind
30 French sea

34 “Hair” styles
35 Fowl pole
36 Big time
37 Danger
38 In vogue
39 Chewy candy
40 Periodic table
items
41 Tap site
45 Dating letters
47 Mariners’ park,
familiarly and
formerly

48 Lose interest in
49 Minn. college
51 Atlas box
52 Actress
Blakley
53 Steamed
54 Ballpoint, e.g.
58 Bunt on a
scorecard
60 Groovy
61 Air rifle ammo
62 Chair part
63 i follower

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
COMIC BY KAITLYN TRAN, STAFF ARTIST/THE DAILY CAMPUS

Sudoku

Level 1

2

3

4

10/20/21

Solution to Tuesday’s puzzle

DYK?

10/20/21
Complete the
grid so each row,
column and
3-by-3 box
(in bold borders)
contains every
digit, 1 to 9.
For strategies
on how to solve
Sudoku, visit

A cow-bison hybrid is called a
“beefalo.”
sudoku.org.uk
MOST DISNEY CHARACTERS
WEAR GLOVES IN ORDER TO
KEEP ANIMATION SIMPLE
© 2021 The Mepham Group. Distributed by
Tribune Content Agency. All rights reserved.

By Kurt Krauss
©2021 Tribune Content Agency, LLC

10/20/21

FACTS COURTESY OF READER’S DIGEST
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Jon’s Take: UConn men’s basketball is officially back
by Jonathan Synott
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR
jonathan.synott@uconn.edu

It was another rainy Tuesday in
Storrs. The date was Jan. 28, 2020,
two months pre-pandemic. I found
myself, a freshman, working a night
shift at Dog Lane Cafe. As I look to
the register, I notice a stack of tickets
piled high on the counter. When I
asked my supervisor what it was all
about, she explained that we (along
with other Storrs Center establishments) received men’s basketball
tickets to give out to people. The
game was for the next night, a Gampel game against Temple.
As someone who has been a UConn men’s basketball fan since a very
young age, I was determined to help
the team in any way I could, which
meant giving out all of these tickets to
fill the stands. We must’ve seen 100
people come in for dinner that night,
and I made sure to go up to every person there and offer free tickets. Can
you guess how many people even
took them, much less actually used
them?
Two.
Evidently, people did not want to
see a 7 p.m. Wednesday clash with
Temple, something I couldn’t wrap
my head around at the time. Look,
the team they had in 2019-20 was
very flawed. But despite all of the
program’s struggles in the American,
how could the self-proclaimed “Basketball Capital of the World” resort to
handing out hundreds, maybe thousands of free tickets?
Obviously, it doesn’t need to be
said that the women have been carrying their weight of that title. While
they have not won an NCAA Championship since 2016, they have made
every Final Four since then. But the
men? Not great.
Fast forward to March 5 of the
same year. It was senior night, the
Barstool Storm Chasers game and a
key matchup against No. 21 Houston
all rolled into one. Gampel was the

loudest I’d ever heard it as the Huskies took care of business, winning
the contest 77-71 thanks to a monster
second half. The vibes were immaculate, and the thought on everyone’s
mind was how the team was about to
run the American Athletic Conference Tournament in their last year
before the Big East transition.
Unfortunately, they never got that
chance, with the pandemic cancelling all postseason activities across
the NCAA.
In their first year in the Big East,
UConn placed third overall in one
of the deepest conferences in basketball. Outside of DePaul, all of
these teams are top 100 in the country, according to Kenpom rankings.
Night in and night out, every game
is a struggle, and the Huskies did it
all with a lingering injury to their
star player, James Bouknight. An atlarge bid was earned to the NCAA
Tournament, giving them their first
appearance in the “big dance” since
2016.
Despite losing Bouknight this
offseason to the NBA Draft, UConn might have improved their roster, adding the ninth best recruiting
class in the country this offseason
with four highly-touted four-star
prospects. A couple teams they place
above in the recruiting rankings include Kentucky, Michigan State and
Kansas.
On top of this, they start the season ranked No. 24 in the country,
their first preseason Top 25 nod since
2016. The Huskies are slated to finish
second in the Big East this year only
to powerhouse Villanova, with second-team players RJ Cole and Tyrese
Martin leading the charge alongside
honorable mention Adama Sanogo.
Not even making the list are returning studs Akok Akok, Andre Jackson, conference defensive player of
the year Isaiah Whaley and conference sixth man of the year Tyler Polley. This squad is loaded with depth.
Perhaps the most important indicator of UConn’s return to prominence was the turnout for First Night
this past Friday. This was the first

time students saw UConn basketball
in Gampel since that Houston game.
And they didn’t miss a beat.
Students filled up almost all of
Gampel Pavilion that night (despite
the lack of a T-Pain appearance like
last First Night), excluding the sections blocked off because of obstructed views. Regardless of a massive
hoop malfunction, they were loud,
energetic and excited. The players
matched that energy and looked like
they were having a ton of fun. Earlier that day, women’s basketball head
coach Geno Auriemma said that First
Night was all about the students and
players, and the intensity found in

Storrs on Friday certainly reflected
that.
The buzz isn’t just around campus, though. This year, it was announced that an additional 600 season ticket packages were bought for
men’s games at the XL Center and
Gampel Pavilion combined. Alumni
and other fans of the program are
more committed to this team than
before.
Coach Dan Hurley, the Jon Rothstein-proclaimed carpenter, has done
an excellent job taking this team
from a struggling Group of 5 school
to a Big East contender. To see the
massive turnaround of this program

in just three and a half years is truly
remarkable. The best part is they’re
still on the climb. UConn currently
has another top 25 recruiting class
waiting in the wings for 2022, thanks
to new addition and Connecticut native Donovan Clingan.
With almost everything trending
in the right direction, the Huskies
are looking to improve upon their
last season yet again, this time with
plenty of fans cheering them on every game. I can’t imagine a situation
where UConn will struggle to fill
seats this time around, or anytime in
the immediate future.
Go Huskies.

The UConn basketball teams introduce themselves to the student body through friendly competition in
Gampel Pavillion on Oct. 15, 2021. While there is normally a concert prior to the players entering the court,
this years event did not have one. Furthermore, many students left after one of the baskets could not be
set up after player introductions. PHOTO BY KEVIN LINDSTROM, PHOTO & VIDEO EDITOR/THE DAILY CAMPUS

Evan’s Take: Why is no one talking about Anthony Volpe?
It’s not often that the New York
Yankees get a great player from
the team’s farm system, especially with their desire to spend big
bucks on major free agents ever
since George Steinbrenner purchased the organization in 1973.
New York has had a small list of
talented players impact the major
league level in recent years. Some
of these names on the current
roster include superstar Aaron
Judge and former All-Star Luis
Severino. When someone in the
farm system has the potential to
do just that, fans have to pay attention. That’s why it’s peculiar
that 20-year-old Anthony Volpe
does not receive the recognition
he rightfully deserves.
Volpe, who was selected with
the 30th pick in the 2019 MLB
Draft, is precisely what the Yankees could use at the Major League
level. Why is Volpe the perfect fit
to play under the bright lights of
Yankee Stadium? The right-handed shortstop grew up in New Jersey as he idolized legendary Yankees shortstop Derek Jeter. While
Volpe has a long way to go before

making a fraction of the impact
that Jeter had, he’s undoubtedly
on his way.
Volpe, who clocks in at 5-foot11 and 180 pounds, is certainly
not the most intimidating player

Volpe, who was selected
with the 30th pick in
the 2019 MLB Draft,
is precisely what the
Yankees could use at the
Major League level.

in the box. The young prospect
might not be swinging for the
fences or be flashy on paper, but
he does make the most of what he
has.
Volpe
has
a
beautiful
right-handed swing that has

evolved ever since the prospect
started his career, striking out in
25% of his at-bats. He hit .294 between his time in Single-A Tampa
and Hudson Valley, along with an
impressive 1.027 OPS. Volpe also
takes advantage of his smaller
strike zone, an asset that players
like Aaron Judge don’t possess
due to Judge’s intimidating 6-foot7 frame. It’s no wonder the young
shortstop earned the 2021 MLB
Pipeline Hitting Prospect of the
Year and quickly emerged as the
No. 1 prospect in the Yankee farm
system.
He’s hitting for more than just
singles and doubles too. Volpe has
developed his game to hit at least
20 home runs with the potential
for more as his game develops to
become major league ready. After
hitting just two home runs in a
small sample size in 2019, the infielder had 27 in 2021. That may
not wow scouts on paper, but
when this accompanies his ability
to grab extra-base hits, it starts to
become even more impressive.
Along with Volpe’s beautiful
display of hitting, he’s got speed
and a lot of it. With a combination
of his high baseball IQ and quick
reflexes, the No. 1 prospect had 33
stolen bases. This IQ has helped

UCONN SCOREBOARD

UPCOMING GAMES

Men’s football
Saturday

vs.
Men’s Soccer, Thursday, 7 p.m.
South Orange, NJ

vs.

21

15

vs.
Women’s Soccer, Friday, 6 p.m.
Providence, RI

Volpe play above his strengths at
shortstop and could easily help a
Yankee team in clutch situations,
especially as the team leans on a
thin list of players like Tyler Wade
to acquire stolen bases in clutch

Alongside Volpe’s
excellent skills on the
field, he also plays the
shortstop position well;
a spot that New York
has desperately needed
to fill after the failure
of the Gleyber Torres
project.

situations.
Alongside Volpe’s excellent
skills on the field, he also plays
the shortstop position well; a spot
that New York has desperately
needed to fill after the failure of
the Gleyber Torres project. An

excellent internal clock and quick
release are just some of the skills
flashed thus far, and if the prospect can bring these qualities and
perform on the big stage, he’s an
upgrade for this Yankees team
right now.
There’s only one problem holding up Volpe currently. The young
prospect still needs time to develop and most likely won’t see time
at the major league level until
2023. While this may be unfortunate for the team and fans, it gives
Volpe the chance to improve even
more from his monster season in
the minor leagues last year.
The great news is that the team
sees him as their future and wants
to put him in the position to join
the team soon. A report from USA
Today’s Bob Nightengale says
how New York only envisions a
one-year rental at the shortstop
position, setting up Volpe to join
the year after. This report will
put pressure on the budding star
to have another great year before
he is promoted to play under the
bright lights of Yankee Stadium.
However, with his confidence and
skill set, it’s hard to imagine the
20-year-old finding it difficult to
replicate or improve upon his 2021
season.

Tim Talty

@uconnwbb

The BIG EAST Preseason Player of the
Year
PAIGE BUECKERS

TWEETS OF THE DAY

CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
evan.2.rodriguez@uconn.edu

INSTAGRAM OF THE DAY

by Evan Rodriguez

@taltytim
Leave UConn football twitter alone.
They’ve had a rough time since Dan
orlovsky graduated...
Mike Mavredakis

@MikeMavredakis
Hesitant, gutless performance. Arsenal
lucky to walk away with a point.

Follow The Daily Campus @dcsportsdept
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Photo of the Day | A rainy hurrah

Mateo Leveque (2) celebrates after scoring a penalty kick to put the Huskies in the lead during their game against Creighton University on Oct. 16, 2021 in Storrs. UConn went on to
tie the game after they let up a goal in the final minute of the game. PHOTO BY KEVIN LINDSTROM, PHOTO & VIDEO EDITOR/THE DAILY CAMPUS

Which infielder is better for the Yankees: Carlos
Correa or Corey Seager?
by Ajeeth Vellore
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
ajeeth.vellore@uconn.edu

and Evan Rodriguez
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
evan.2.rodriguez@uconn.edu

Preview: It’s well known that
the Yankees have had a problem
at shortstop ever since the departure of legend Derek Jeter and
fan-favorite Didi Gregorius. After the failure of Gleyber Torres’
implementation at the shortstop
position, the team is still looking
for a long-time answer. However, the 2021 MLB Free Agency
presents many enticing options
including Houston Astros shortstop Carlos Correa and Dodgers
infielder Corey Seager. Correa has
teased the possibility of dawning
the pinstripes recently and Seager
fits the mold of playing under the
lights of Yankee Stadium. With
this in mind, in this week’s point/
counterpoint, The Daily Campus
Sports Section will attempt to answer which all-star would be the
best fit to dawn the Yankee pinstripes.
Evan: I’m pretty sure everyone
can agree that the Yankee infield
has many problems and shortstop
is definitely a big hole. If I’m Brian Cashman, I would be leaning

toward Correa in this situation.
Now, why would I be selecting
Correa over such a great hitter like
Seager? First, I’m thinking of this
from a money perspective. Correa
will command a lot less to play in
New York with his obvious interest in playing in the Bronx. New
York would also be competing
with Los Angeles to steal Seager
away and with the deep pockets of
the Dodgers, I don’t feel it would be
smart especially with the Yankees
looking to re-sign star outfielder
Aaron Judge to a large deal. Correa is also slightly younger than
Seager and that should certainly entice New York to have more
confidence in the shortstop’s time
in the league. What separates Correa from Seager is his defense and
with Correa’s glove at the shortstop position for New York, that’s
impressive and definitely better
than Seager, who has had struggles fielding from the shortstop
position. Plus, who wouldn’t want
to see fellow Puerto-Rican Francisco Lindor and Correa compete
in a Subway Series matchup? It’s
a match made in heaven. The next
step is for Correa to sign on the
dotted line.
Ajeeth: I like Correa a lot too,
and I think he fits New York like
a glove, but I have concerns about

how much he will actually command on the open market. There’s
an argument to be made that he
would cost a literal boatload of
money because he looks to be the
best free agent shortstop available
this offseason over Trevor Story
and the aforementioned Seager.
Even if he wants to play in New
York, there is a distinct possibility
that he could get more elsewhere
than what the Yankees might bargain for because a SS with the
combined offensive and defensive
prowess of Correa is extremely
valuable in today’s MLB. So I propose the Yankees choose Seager
for a multitude of reasons. First,
while Seager’s bat isn’t quite the
same as it was in his rookie and
sophomore years, he still hits for
average and puts the ball in play
while being a lefty, an offensive
archetype that is sorely lacking in
the Yanks organization. Second,
he will be bundles cheaper than
Correa because the Dodgers already have Trea Turner and Chris
Taylor to plug that whole at shortstop, making Seager expendable
for them. The financial flexibility
the Yankees get from signing Seager over Correa will allow them
to add depth to other parts of the
roster, like the bullpen, which was
a mess for most of the 2021 season.

Evan: I would argue that Correa is worth it considering where
New York is headed right now.
New York needs a one-year rental right now and Correa is perfect
for that exact job. The Yankees are
targeting their shortstop of the future in Anthony Volpe to be ready
for starting time in 2023. While
the Dodgers want to keep Trea
Turner and Chris Taylor under
contract, and both are very valuable, I would argue that Seager
is just as valuable and the team
would be willing to outbid any
team to keep that core together,
essentially skyrocketing his value above Correa’s. The Dodgers
are pushing the agenda that they
intend to bring the same squad
back for 2022 regardless of the
outcome in the current MLB playoffs. While the left-handed bat is
certainly enticing for a team that
would need it, you need to grab a
talented guy like Correa regardless of his right-handed playstyle. For the bullpen, the team currently has many pieces they can
flip for other bullpen pitchers like
Luke Voit or even a healthy Aaron
Hicks. If the team decides to keep
Correa beyond 2022, there’s room
to make that happen, especially if
he can perform under the lights of
Yankee Stadium.

Ajeeth: Here’s my biggest problem with what the point you
just made: There is no way Carlos Correa signs a one-year deal
with any team. He’s young and
has produced at a high level for
almost his entire career. Plus, he
has connections with teams like
the Tigers (via A.J. Hinch) and
the Red Sox (via Alex Cora) who
both desperately need help in the
middle of the infield for the longterm, teams that would absolutely
sign him to a 5-10 year contract
for a massive sum of money. If
the Yankees really want Correa,
they’ll have to cough up big bucks
in order to entice a player of Correa’s caliber to play in New York.
And even if they do, there are still
holes on this team that need to
be fixed. Going for an option like
Seager gives the Yankees the flexibility to choose how they fix their
team. I honestly think that Seager
gives the Yankees more of what
they need right now, with a good
mix of contact and power from the
left side of the plate. And on top
of that, the Yankees might be able
to make Seager’s contract short
enough so that they can let him
go when Volpe comes up! I think
that Seager, all things considered,
makes the best fit for this team in
the here and now.

Houston Astros shortstop Carlos Correa fields a ball during a game. He will be a free
agent in the 2021 offseason.

Los Angeles Dodgers shortstop Corey Seager takes batting practice. He will also be on the
free agent market after the 2021 season.

PHOTO COURTESY OF WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

PHOTO COURTESY OF FLICKR
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Men’s Soccer: Huskies duel with defending Big East
champion Seton Hall Pirates
by Cole Stefan

CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
cole.stefan@uconn.edu

The University of Connecticut
men’s soccer team will look to avenge
a painful tie from their grudge match
against Creighton as they hit the road
for the first time in almost a month.
The Huskies (5-4-2, 1-3-2 Big East)
were firing on all cylinders. Sophomore Moussa Wade catalyzed the
efforts, and his team leading 28 shots
are proof of the opportunities he gets
throughout the game. With two goals
and four assists to his name, Wade
has been a key contributor to an offense that just continues to scorch
opposing defenses.
Freshman Okem Chime (three
goals) is picking up heat with three
shots in two games to up his total to
18 in 13 games. Like his debut performance against Bryant, you can just
feel a breakout game coming in the
cool East Coast air, and a team like
the Pirates provides the chance to do
so.
The game plan has been the same
in terms of starting forwards, but
don’t count out contributions from
freshman Scott Testori, sophomore
Giancarlo Vaccaro and senior Domi-

nic Laws, all of whom know how to
bring fiery energy from the bench.
The midfield was the biggest contributor on Saturday. Big East Honor
Roll member Ben Awashie is starting
to gain traction, as he picked up his
second collegiate goal on Saturday.
His two goals and one assist are a
dangerous combination that Seton
Hall should look out for.
Big East Freshman of the Week,
Mateo Leveque, had himself a game
as he picked up an assist and scored
on the penalty kick for his second
goal of the season. His 20 shots are
second on the team and he has been a
reliable secret weapon from the corner.
The secret weapon status also belongs to sophomore Jayden Reid,
who is itching for another masterclass before the end of the season.
He’s tied for the team lead in assists
with four while his 13 shots keep him
in the top five for the team. Together these three can use sneak attacks
on defenses focusing primarily on
Chime and Wade.
Meanwhile, junior captain Ahdan
Tait and senior captain Felix Metzler
bring the defensive pressure, turning into a demolition crew if it means
keeping the ball out of the opposi-

tions’ possession. Sophomore Kai
Griese is an underrated aspect of that
shutdown midfield and can sneak
from behind to force a turnover.
To that end, the defense is led
by freshmen Bjorn Nikolajewski
and Guillame Vactor. The two have
started in every game and have the
potential to be four-year starters by
the time their collegiate careers come
to an end. Originally, sophomore
Thomas Decottignes helped transition them into the game, but now
they are phasing sophomore Josh
Morgan into the fray.
The loudest leader and anchor of
the team is goaltender Jahmali Waite.
Waite is now up to 28 saves while
conceding nine goals in 11 games.
Even if writers could consider these
numbers to be average, they don’t
show the diving snares Waite makes
in every contest to keep the team engaged with winning.
Seton Hall (5-5-3, 1-4-1 Big East) has
their senior night tonight and the Pirates are coming off a tie of their own,
a scoreless war of attrition against St.
John’s that saw both goaltenders play
with a burning passion in their eyes.
For the forwards, there are several
guys that people should worry about.
The first is senior JP Marin, who has

two goals and four assists on 15 shots.
Next up is sophomore Raz Amir,
who has the exact same numbers as
Marin. These two know how to find
the back of the net and help others
find the back of the net with meaningful plays in meaningful ways.
Senior CJ Tibbling has just been
a shot-maker so far as he has three
goals (second on the team), two assists and a team-leading 27 shots.
There’s junior Andrea Borg, who has
one goal and three assists, but gets
a lot of the starting minutes. Even
with one goal, Borg knows how to
be a huge part of the offense as his 16
shots rank third on the team.
It just keeps going from there.
Graduate student Jordan Jowers
has two goals and three assists
while sophomore Mans Saebbo has
two goals and one assist. Altogether the Pirates have a lot of attackers
that can score from anywhere, the
defense will have to pick their poison.
Down the middle, graduate student Camil Koriechi (one goal and
one assist) and senior Paavo Riihjarvi (two goals, no assists) add on to the
surplus of Pirate offense. It’s no surprise that this team won the Big East
tournament last year (yes, they beat

Georgetown in the final) and made it
to the round of 16.
Their defense has big goal scorers
too, especially junior Johannes Pex,
whose five goals and five assists each
lead the team and easily make him
the biggest dual threat in the entire
conference. He’s been a force from
the start and is ready to knock you
down if it means taking the ball and
finding the net.
The defense also has junior Denis Kelmendi, junior Eden O’Leary,
sophomore Mark Walier and senior
Luca Dahn (two goals) hungry to find
ways to get the ball to the shark-infested waters known as their offense.
Thanks to their style of play, they are
quite literally the scouts leading the
big dogs to the treasure.
On top of all that, there’s Big East
Honor Roll goaltender Andreas
Nota. Nota picked up two shutouts
over the past week and will look to
maintain his shutout streak against
a Husky offense that is consistently
fired up.
The clash to determine who gets
win number 15 in the all-time series
kicks off from South Orange, New
Jersey tonight at 7 p.m. and can be
viewed via FloSports with live stats
provided by StatBroadcast.

Ben Awashie (6) scores during UConn’s 2-2 tie against Creighton University in Storrs, Conn. on Oct. 16. PHOTO BY KEVIN LINDSTROM, PHOTO & VIDEO EDITOR/THE DAILY CAMPUS
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Messi, Salah score 2 each in Champions League goal rush
(AP) — There

was a goal rush in
the Champions League on Tuesday
and it was hardly a surprise to see
Lionel Messi and Mohamed Salah
among the scorers.
By converting coolly taken penalties late in their games, Messi
and Salah sealed 3-2 wins for Paris
Saint-Germain and Liverpool, respectively, on a chaotic night when
35 goals were scored across eight
group matches — at an average of
nearly 4.4 goals.
Real Madrid and Manchester
City grabbed five goals each away
from home. Ajax produced perhaps
the best performance of the lot in
overwhelming Borussia Dortmund
4-0, with Sebastien Haller — the
competition’s surprise leading scorer — netting his sixth goal of the
group stage in just three rounds of
games.
Messi is saving his goals for the
Champions League in his first season at PSG. The Argentina star
rescued the French club in its 3-2
win over Leipzig, equalizing in the
67th and then producing a cheeky
“Panenka” penalty down the middle to complete PSG’s comeback at
the Parc des Princes and move onto
123 career goals in the Champions
League — second only to Cristiano
Ronaldo’s 137.
Messi, whose only other goal for
PSG came in a Champions League
win over Man City last month, even
passed up the opportunity for a
hat trick when PSG was awarded
another penalty in stoppage time.
Mbappe took it instead — and powered it over the crossbar.
Salah became the first player in
Liverpool’s 129-year history to score
in nine straight games in all competitions, netting an early deflected goal
after a mazy dribble and then stroking in a 78th-minute penalty to clinch
a 3-2 victory at Atletico Madrid.
There was more late penalty drama in that game, too, with Atletico
— down to 10 men following the red
card to Antoine Griezmann after
his two goals — seeing a spot kick

awarded and then overturned after a
referee check on the pitchside monitor.
Liverpool and Ajax are the only
teams on a maximum nine points,
leaving them with a chance to advance with two games to spare.
MESSI’S DOUBLE
A typically bold Leipzig team
dominated PSG for long spells,
only to be hurt by one of the game’s
all-time greats. It was 34th time that
Messi scored two or more goals in a
Champions League game.
Mbappe broke clear to score an
opening goal that was canceled
out by Andre Silva before Nordi
Mukiele volleyed home in the 57th.
Messi then stroked in a square
ball from Mbappe after Leipzig
lost possession while the same
pair combined for the winner, with
Mbappe adjudged to have been
pushed for the penalty.
Mbappe pointed straight at Messi to tell him he could take the spot
kick and the Argentina captain
made no mistake to keep PSG in
first place, a point above City.
SALAH’S RECORD
Salah is in the form of his life and
now has 12 goals in 11 matches in total this season after a double in the
same stadium where he scored one
of Liverpool’s goals in its Champions League final victory in 2019.
Naby Keita’s sensational volley
added to Salah’s eighth-minute
goal, only for Griezmann to score in
the 20th and 34th minutes as Atletico mounted a comeback.
The France striker was handed a
straight red card for lifting his boot
into the face of Liverpool’s Roberto
Firmino and another wild challenge,
this time by Mario Hermoso on Diogo Jota, gave Salah the chance from
the penalty spot. He sent Jan Oblak
the wrong way.
Liverpool is five points clear of Atletico.

YOUNGSTERS SHINE
Two of world soccer’s best young
players inspired the heavy wins for
Madrid and Man City.
Vinicius Junior, a 21-year-old Brazilian, scored two goals — including
one from a wonderful, slaloming
solo run — and an assist in Madrid’s 5-0 win at Shakhtar Donetsk.
Rodrygo and Karim Benzema, with
his 73rd Champions League goal,
completed the rout that started
with an own-goal by Shakhtar captain Sergiy Kryvtsov in the 37th.
Phil Foden, another 21-year-old
forward, might not have scored in
City’s 5-1 win at Club Brugge, but he
was behind much of the team’s best
work, including a sumptuous pass
from deep to set up Joao Cancelo for
the opener.
Riyad Mahrez had two goals,
including a penalty, Kyle Walker
ran onto Kevin De Bruyne’s pass
to score the fourth and 19-year-old
substitute Cole Palmer added the
fifth two minutes after coming on
for his debut in the competition.
MIXED FORTUNES
There were mixed fortunes for
the Milan clubs.
Inter beat Moldovan upstart
Sheriff 3-1 for its first win and goals
of the group stage, lifting the Italian
champions to within two points of
the lead in Group D. Edin Džeko,
Arturo Vidal and Stefan de Vrij
scored for Inter at the San Siro.
As for its city rival, AC Milan
might be unbeaten in Serie A but
the team can’t find a way to win in
the Champions League. A 1-0 loss at
Porto means the Rossoneri has lost
the first three matches in the group
stage of the Champions League for
the first time — a sad way to make
a first group-phase appearance in
eight years.
Luis Díaz scored from the edge
of the area in the 65th minute
as Porto joined Atletico on four
points.

PSG’s Lionel Messi prepares to take a penalty to score his side’s third
goal during the Champions League group A soccer match between
Paris Saint Germain and RB Leipzig at the Parc des Princes Stadium in
Paris, Tuesday, Oct. 19, 2021. PHOTO BY FRANCOIS MORI/AP

76ers boot Simmons from practice, suspend him for 1 game

Philadelphia 76ers’ Ben Simmons takes part in a practice at the NBA
basketball team’s facility, Monday, Oct. 18, 2021, in Camden, N.J. PHOTO
BY MATT ROURKE/AP

CAMDEN, N.J. (AP) — Ben
Simmons doesn’t want to play —
or even practice — with the Philadelphia 76ers anymore. So coach
Doc Rivers kicked out the All-Star
guard and suspended him for the
season opener.
Joel Embiid’s take on the whole
fiasco? Good riddance. Last season’s NBA MVP runner-up put
Simmons on blast: “At this point,
I don’t care about that man. He
does whatever he wants.”
Simmons refused to play as a
full participant at Tuesday’s practice, a day after he lingered outside a team huddle and mostly
stayed alone in a corner without
talking to teammates.
Embiid dropped multiple references Tuesday to not working
as babysitter anymore for the
25-year-old Australian guard,
who still has four years and $147
million left on his max contract.
“I’m not here to babysit,” Embiid said. “I’d be willing to babysit
if someone wants to listen, but
that’s not my job. That’s out of my
control.”
Simmons will not play Wednesday in New Orleans and it seems
inconceivable he will suit up for
Friday’s home opener in front of
20,000 furious fans ready to boo
him out of the Wells Fargo Center.
He has not talked publicly since
his offseason trade request — his
early exit from practice meant he
skipped Tuesday’s scheduled media availability — and there’s no
telling if he’ll return to the Sixers.
“As a team, we’re going to be
fine,” Embiid said.
Rivers remained diplomatic and
said Simmons would be welcome
to return to practice.
“I just thought he was a distraction today,” Rivers said Tuesday
after practice. “I didn’t think he
wanted to do what everybody else
was doing. It was early. It wasn’t a
big deal. I just told him he should
leave. We went on with practice.”
So now what?
Tyrese Maxey will likely start in
Simmons’ place. Simmons could
refuse to return, though his surprise appearance last week was
largely considered financially
driven to try to stem lost money in

fines and missed game checks.
Sixers President Daryl Morey
and general manger Elton Brand,
who was at Tuesday’s practice,
have yet to receive a trade offer
worthy of the franchise dealing
their three-time All-Star. Morey
said at the start of training camp
he wouldn’t be forced into making
a trade just for the sake of appeasing Simmons.
The drama doesn’t appear to
have an immediate end.
“Every day, every single moment, I’m going to give Ben a
chance to join the team and be
part of the team,” Rivers said.

“At this point, I don’t
care about that man.
He does whatever he
wants.”
JOEL EMBIID

“He’s under contract to be part
of the team and that’s not going
to change. Sometimes it happens quick and guys join back in.
Sometimes it doesn’t. I’ve been in
both situations and I’m fine with
that.”
Embiid, Philly’s franchise player, said a bond as tight as it had
ever been last season with Simmons is no more. Embiid said he
hadn’t talked to Simmons in the
three days — well, 2¼ — they
practiced.
“It is not my problem,” Embiid said. “I get paid to deliver and
that’s to win games, and obviously, the ultimate goal is to win the
championship. I can’t do it alone.”
Without Simmons, the Sixers
face 20-1 odds to win the NBA
championship, according to FanDuel Sportsbook. That’s one reason why Rivers, at least publicly,
wants to work toward a harmonious resolution with Simmons.

“He’s a good player. He can help
us,” Rivers said. “The one thing I
know about players: Our players
will welcome anyone back who
wants to be in. And players will
not welcome anybody who does
not want to be in.”
Simmons averaged 15.9 points,
8.1 rebounds and 7.7 assists over
four seasons with Philadelphia,
which drafted him out of LSU,
where he played only one season.
His defining moment as a Sixer
came when he passed up a wideopen dunk against Atlanta in the
second round of last year’s playoffs that would have tied the game
late in Game 7. Simmons took the
blame for Philly’s early postseason exit.
Embiid was among a small
group of Sixers that tried to visit
with Simmons in the offseason
and talk sense into him, only to
get rebuffed by the No. 1 pick of
the 2016 draft.
Simmons’ endorsements and
cooperate appeal remain intact.
Australian wine producer Penfolds said it was “proud of our
partnership with Ben Simmons”
and did not offer additional comment. Smartwater said “there
are no current changes planned
regarding our partnership” that
it’s had since 2019 with Simmons.
Australian meat pie brand Four’n
Twenty, which has a concession
stand at the Wells Fargo Center,
said Simmons remained a brand
ambassador for the company.
Nike, which signed Simmons to
a guaranteed $20 million contract
before his first NBA game, did not
immediately respond to multiple
attempts for comment.
Roughly three dozen media
members and a row of TV cameras worthy of a playoff game
showed up Tuesday at the Sixers’
complex in New Jersey in hopes of
a soundbite from Simmons. The
team instead released a statement
on the suspension before the end
of practice. Just like that, he was
gone.
Through the swirling drama,
the Sixers insist they’re ready to
play.
“The year is going to be fun,”
Embiid said.

